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The Gabriel dimension analysis of a module category and the Cantor-Bendixson rank analysis 
of a topological space have a common generalization via a lifting to certain lattices. In many 
instances the Gabriel derivative and the Cantor-Bendixson derivative coincide. 
Introduction 
At first sight the structure of a module over a ring R and the structure of a topo- 
logical space S do not appear to have a great deal in common. Only when we look 
at the larger pictures, namely the categories Mod-R of modules over R and Sh(S) 
of (set valued) sheaves over S, does the similarity begin to show itself. If we now 
take a further step back and compare the theories of, say, abelian categories and 
toposes, then we cannot help but see the similarity. It is clear that both theories are 
instances of a more general theory. However, it is by no means clear what this more 
general theory is, nor that an attempted formalization of it would produce anything 
more than abstract nonsense in its worst sense. 
In this paper I will show that maybe such a formalization would be worthwhile. 
In particular I will compare a common aspect of the two theories whose similarity 
seems to have gone unnoticed, namely the measurement of near-discreteness for 
modules and spaces. 
At the zeroth level the discrete spaces are, well, just the discrete spaces. The first 
level discrete spaces are the scattered spaces. The Cantor-Bendixson rank of such 
a space measures how far it is from being zero level discrete. The zero level discrete 
modules are the semisimple ones, and the corresponding first level discrete modules 
are the semiartinian ones. The Loewy length of such a module measures how far 
it is from being zero level discrete. For modules this ranking hierarchy can be con- 
tinued using Gabriel dimension. The semiartinian modules are just the ones of 
Gabriel dimension I 1, and the modules become less and less near-discrete as the 
dimension rises. The seminoetherian modules (the ones with a Gabriel dimension) 
are the second level discrete modules. It is shown in [26], and more fully in [28], 
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that a similar extension of the Cantor-Bendixson rank for spaces exists. Indeed for 
spaces there is no problem in defining the second level, third level, fourth level, . . . 
discrete spaces (but it is less than transparent what these spaces turn out to be). 
In this paper I show that these two hierarchies are directly analogous. Further- 
more, in the cases where they are useful, they are exactly the same. 
To do this I must, of course, put both modules and spaces into a common con- 
text. Thus I consider the common lattice-theoretic properties of the lattice A(M) of 
submodules of a module A4 and the topology OS of a space S, i.e. I work with an 
appropriate class of lattices, called idioms, of which A(M) and OS are examples. 
(Idioms are non-distributive, but modular, frames.) I show that each idiom carries 
both a Gabriel analysis and a Cantor-Bendixson analysis which are what they ought 
to be in the concrete cases. I then show that in many cases these two analyses 
coincide. 
The paper is written in 11 sections whose contents are as follows: 
4 1. Idioms. Definition of idioms; appropriate quotients of idioms; nuclei index 
these quotients. 
$2. Derivatives on idioms. Derivatives and pre-nuclei and the associated length; 
the idempotent closure of a pre-nucleus; the socle and Cantor-Bendixson deriva- 
tives; strong, weak, and feeble atomicity. 
$3. The assembly of an idiom. The set of all nuclei is a frame; the socle and CB- 
derivative of this assembly. 
$4. Independence, uniformity, and spatial assemblies. Independent families; 
nucleus ~(a, b) and inert intervals properties ensuring a spatial assembly; the frame 
case. 
$5. Basic, congruence, and division sets. Basic sets of intervals produce con- 
gruence sets which are finitary congruences; basic sets produce derivatives and 
nuclei; division sets are nuclei. 
$6. Some derivatives on 53(A). &-critical, &‘-simple, d-artinian, and &- 
noetherian intervals; Krull rank. 
$7. The Gabriel derivative. Obtained from critical, simple, or artinian intervals; 
extends the socle derivative; GR is equivalent to a very spatial assembly or being 
totally weakly atomic. 
$8. Gabriel versus Cantor-Bendixson. In the presence of GR the G-derivative 
and CB-derivative on the assembly coincide. 
$9. Frames with GR. GR = spatial or discrete second assembly = has a discrete 
boolean reflection. 
$10. The Gabriel rank of a module. The Gabriel dimension of a module is 
precisely the Gabriel rank of its associated idiom. 
$11. Further developments. Ten open problems. 
This paper is the result of many different influences. 
The frame-theoretic influence (i.e. the lattice-theoretic topology) comes from 
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Isbell’s path-breaking paper [15] and to a lesser extent [16]. The theory of Gabriel 
dimension was learned from [12,13], and then set into its more general context by 
reflecting on [9]. Gabriel’s thesis [7] and the accounts of it given in [6,21,30], and 
the torsion theory of [8, lo] have added something. 
There is, of course, some early order-theoretic work [18,19,24] on the related 
Krull dimension. I have never read these in earnest but the ideas there have somehow 
filtered through. More recently Albu [1,2] has shown that Gabriel dimension can 
be computed order-theoretically. A remark in [l] was crucial for my realization that 
Gabriel rank (as described here) and Gabriel dimension are the same thing for 
modules. 
The Peripatetic Seminar on Sheaves and Logic has been an important forum for 
earlier versions of this work. As the name suggests, this is a variable set of topists 
whose regular meetings are a focal point for category theory in Britain and much 
of Europe. Without such meetings research would be that much more difficult. 
Finally, let me thank all those people whose indifference, not to say antipathy, 
have enabled me to get on with the research for this paper unhindered. 
1. Idioms 
We are concerned with certain complete lattices /1. As usual we write 1 and T 
for the bounds of /1, we write A and V for the finitary operations of A, and A and 
V for the corresponding infinitary operations. All the finitary lattice theory and 
much of the infinitary lattice theory we require can be found in [5] and [14]. Recall 
that a subset X of /1 is upwards directed if for each x, y E X there is some z E X with 
x, _YS z. Recall also that /1 is upper continuous if 
aAVX=V{aAxIxEX) 
for each a E A and upwards directed subset X of /1. 
Definition 1.1. An idiom is a complete lattice /1 which is both modular and upper 
continuous. 
Two concrete examples of idioms should be kept in mind. 
Firstly, for each module M the lattice /1(M) of submodules of M is an idiom. 
Much of what follows was obtained by reflection on this example. (It is also the case 
that for many algebraic structures the lattice of substructures or quotient structures 
is an idiom. We will not consider the ramifications of this here.) 
Secondly, for each topological space S the topology OS, i.e. the lattice of open 
subsets, is an idiom. More generally, a frame is just a distributive idiom, i.e. a com- 
plete Heyting algebra. We assume the reader is familiar with the rudiments of frame 
theory as given in [17]. In particular we occasionally make use of the implication 
operation .I. of a frame. 
Recall that a frame morphism is a (1, T, A,V)-preserving map between frames. 
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Recall also that each frame /i has an associated point space pt(/l) for which there 
is an appropriate topology 0 pt(/l) and an associated quotient 
i.e. a surjective frame morphism. 
It is not at all clear what the appropriate morphisms for idioms are. Luckily we 
only need to consider the quotients of an idiom /1, i.e. those (1, T, A, V)-preserving 
surjective maps 
f 
A-r 
from /1 to an idiom I-. 
Definition 1.2. A nucleus on an idiom /1 is an inflationary, monotone, and idempo- 
tent operation j (i.e. a closure operation) on /1 which respects finitary infima, i.e. 
j(XAY) =j(x) Aj(Y) 
for each x,y~ll. 
For each quotient f (as above) 
j(a) =v @e/l If(-wf@)l. 
defines a nucleus j on /1, which we call the kernel off. All nuclei occur in this way. 
Thus for an arbitrary nucleus j on /1 let /lj be the set of fixed elements of j, i.e. 
/lj = {XE/l Ij(x)=x} =j[/l]. 
We easily check that /lj is closed under arbitrary infima and so forms a complete 
lattice with bounds 
lj =j(l), Tj = T 
and supremum operation Vj given by 
i/X =j(VX). 
In this way Aj becomes an idiom and the function j : A + ~j is a quotient with j as 
its kernel. 
A few simple computations now produce the canonical factorization of quotients. 
Theorem 1.3. Let j be the kernel of the quotient f (as above). Then there is a unique 
isomorphism i : Aj + r such that 
*I- 
A\f/ i 
Aj 
commutes. 0 
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All this, of course, is quite standard for frames. It ought to be standard for 
idioms, or even just upper-continuous lattices, for all these results are given in [16]. 
We will always identify a quotient of an idiom /1 with the corresponding subset 
/lj. Subsets of this form are called fixed sets of /1, and are easily characterized. 
The following result is extracted from [16, p. 451: 
Theorem 1.4. An arbitrary non-empty subset r of an idiom A is a fixed set if and 
only if 
(i) A is closed under arbitrary infima, and 
(ii) For each aErandx,yEA with xr\ySa, there are b,cEr with xsb, yrc 
and b/\c<a. 0 
Finally for elements al b of the idiom /1 we set 
[a, b] = {XEA 1 a<xl b} 
and call [a, b] an interval of _4. In particular [a,a] is the trivial interval {a}, and 
[I, T] is the improper interval /1. Let d be the set of all trivial intervals and let 
Int(/l) be the set of all intervals of /1. Note that each such interval is an idiom in 
its own right. 
2. Derivatives on idioms 
By definition a derivative on an idiom A is an inflationary and monotone opera- 
tion on A, i.e. a function f: A + A such that 
x5y * xsf(x)sf(y) 
for x, y E /1. In particular each nucleus is a derivative, but is not very useful as such, 
precisely because it is idempotent. By definition a pre-nucleus on A is a derivative 
which also respects (finitary) infima. Thus nuclei are exactly the idempotent pre- 
nuclei. 
Given a derivative f on A, an element a of A is said to be f-perfect if f(a) = a. 
In particular T is f-perfect, but 1 need not be. Each element lies below a least f-per- 
fect element called the f-closure of the element. This f-closure can be obtained by 
repeated application of f. Thus consider the ascending chain f”’ of derivatives 
defined by 
f’(a) = a, f’+‘(a) =f(f a(a)), f’(a) =V WY4 I Q<A) 
for each a E A, ordinal a, and limit ordinal 1. On cardinality grounds there is some 
ordinal (Y such that fa(a)=f”+‘(a), and then fa(a) is the f-closure of a. More 
generally, for all sufficiently large ordinals 03, the function f m is a closure opera- 
tion (i.e. an idempotent derivative) on A. We call f O” the idempotent closure off. 
Note that f “(a) is the f-closure of a. 
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This construction is particularly useful when applied to a pre-nucleus. 
Lemma 2.1. The idempotent closure of a pre-nucleus is a nucleus. 
Proof. Letfbe a pre-nucleus on the idiom A. We easily check that, for each ordinal 
a, the derivative f a is a pre-nucleus on A. The induction step a y (Y + 1 is trivial, 
but the passage across a limit ordinal makes two uses of upper continuity. But now 
f O” is an idempotent pre-nucleus, as required. 0 
Each derivative f on /1 classifies the idiom as f-discrete or not according to 
f”(l) = T or not. We also call the appropriate value of CO the f-length of II. 
As an example of this let Y be the set of gaps (or simple intervals) of /1, i.e. the 
set of intervals [a, b] for which there is no element x with a<x< b (in particular each 
trivial interval is a gap). For each u l /1 let 
s(a) =V {xE/l 1 [a,xlEY}. 
Trivially ass(a). Also if [a,~] E 9, then, by modularity, for each b2 a we have 
[b, b v x] = [a v b, b v x] E 9, hence x~s(b). Thus s( .) is a derivative on /1. For 
obvious reasons we call s(a) the socle derivative of A, and the s-length is the Loewy 
length of A. 
A second example takes a little longer to set up. 
Given elements a and x of the idiom A, we say x is large over a and write atx 
if a<x and 
xAy=a * y=a 
or equivalently 
xAy5a * y5a 
for all y E A. Now set 
d(a) = /\ {XEA 1 sex} 
so that clearly d is an inflationary operation. Also it is easy to see that 
a<bey<x =j atx 
so that d is monotone, and hence is a derivative on /1. 
This derivative was first used for frames in [26] and [28]. It is the precursor of 
all derivative operations, as is shown by the following result from [26, Corollary 3.41 
or [28, Lemma 4.51: 
Theorem 2.2. Let A be the topology OS of a To topological space S. Then d is the 
dual-complement of the Cantor-Bendixson derivative of S, i.e. for each closed sub- 
set X of S, the closed set d(X’)’ is the set of limit points of X. 0 
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Because of this result we call d( .) the CB-derivative of /1. 
This derivative can also be described in a manner similar to s(e). To do this let 
g be the set of complemented intervals, i.e. the set of intervals [a, b] such that for 
each alxlb there is at least one alylb with xAy=a and xVy=b. 
Lemma 2.3. For each a E A, we have ass(a) I d(a) and 
b I d(a) H [a,b] E g 
for each asbe/l. 
Proof. (=-) Since G# is closed under taking subintervals, it suffices to show that 
[a, d(a)1 E g. 
Thus consider any a<x<d(a). By upper continuity (and Zorn’s lemma) there is 
some YEA with xAy=a and maximally so. We show first that aQxVy. 
Suppose that 
zA(xVy)=a 
for some z E /1. Then, by modularity, 
(yVz)A(xVy) =yV(zA(xVy)) =yVa=y 
so that 
(yVz)Ax =yAx = a. 
The maximality of y now gives zly, so that z = z A (XV y) = a, as required. 
This shows that d(a) 5x Vy and so, by the usual argument, y A d(a) is a comple- 
ment of x in [a, d(a)]. 
(=) Consider any [a, b] E g and any atx. Let y =xA b, so that as ys 6. Since 
[a, b] is complemented there is an element z with 
yr\z=a, yvz= b. 
The first of these gives XA z = y A z = a so that z = a (since a4x). Hence 
y=yva=yvz=b 
so that bsx, as required. 
Finally the comparison s(a) 5 d(a) holds since 9~ 9. q 
Using this result we see that 
d(l) = T * A is complemented, 
s(l) = T es A is complemented and atomic 
so that, in general, s#d. 
Here, as usual, an idiom /1 is atomic if each non-trivial interval [I, b] contains 
an atom, i.e. an element 1 <as b such that [l,a] is a (non-trivial) gap. We con- 
sider three more atomicity properties. 
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Thus we say /1 has SA (is strongly atomic) if each interval [a, b] is atomic, equiva- 
lently if for each a<b there is some a<x<b with [a,x] E .9? We say /1 has WA (is 
weakly atomic) if each non-trivial interval [a, b] includes a non-trivial gap, i.e. there 
are a<x< ye b with [x, y] E 9. Finally we say /1 has FA (is feebly atomic) if each 
complemented interval [a, b] is atomic, equivalently for each non-trivial [a, b] E CL@ 
there are a<x< y< b with [x, y] E 9. 
Clearly 
SA =+ WA * FA 
and we will see later that the strongest of these (SA) is concerned with s-discreteness. 
For the time being we will show how WA or FA can occur. 
Recall that /1 is algebraic (or compactly generated) if each element of /1 is the 
supremum of a set of compact elements. Let us extend the terminology for frames 
and say A is spatial if each element is the infimum of a set of A-irreducible elements 
in the strong sense, i.e. elements p # T such that 
xr\yzSp * x5p or yip 
for x, ye/l. 
Lemma 2.4. (a) If A is algebraic, then A has WA. 
(b) If A is spatial, then A has FA. 
Proof. (a) Standard. 
(b) Suppose A is spatial and consider any non-trivial [a, b] E g. There is some 
A-irreducible element p with 
Then a< b/\p< 6, so it suffices to show that [b~p, b] is a gap. 
To this end, consider any b Apex< b. Since [a, b] is complemented, there is some 
yeA with 
a=xAy, xAy = b. 
Since x< b and A is spatial, there is some A-irreducible q E A with 
x5 4, b + 4. 
Then b ApSxrq, so that psq. Also xAy=alp, so that either 
x5p or y5p. 
The second of these gives y I q, so that b =x v y I q, which is not so. Thus the first 
alternative holds, and hence x5 b Ap, as required. 0 
We saw above that in general s # d. In fact we have the following characterization: 
Lemma 2.5. An idiom A has FA exactly when s= d. 
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Proof. Suppose first that /1 has FA and consider any a EA. By Lemma 2.3 we have 
Assad and [a, d(a)] is complemented, so there is some b EA with 
s(a) A b = a, s(a) v b = d(a). 
If a<6, then, by FA, there is some a<xlb with [a,~] E 9’. But thenxrs(a)~ b=a, 
which is contradictory. Thus b = a, so that d(a) = s(a) V a =s(a), as required. 
Conversely, suppose s = d and consider any complemented non-trivial [a, b] of /1. 
Then b I d(a) = s(a) so, using the definition of S, there is some a < XI b with 
[a,~] E Y, as required. 0 
3. The assembly of an idiom 
The set of all derivatives on II is ordered pointwise, i.e. for derivatives f and g 
we let 
fsg * w~~~)Lf(X)~g(x)l. 
We will extract a lattice structure from this poset. 
Note first that pre-nuclei are closed under composition, i.e. if f and g are pre- 
nuclei, then so is h =fg. Furthermore J g 5 h. Now let F be an upwards directed set 
of pre-nuclei (e.g. a set of pre-nuclei closed under composition). The pointwise 
supremum VF of F is the operation I on A given by 
j(x) = V {f(x) 1 f~F1. 
Clearly 1 is a derivative on /1. Also, for x~/l, the set {f(x) 1 fe F} is upwards 
directed, so that two uses of upper continuity shows that 1 is a pre-nucleus. 
We put this to good use. 
Lemma 3.1. Let j be a pre-nucleus and k a nucleus on the idiom A. Then there is 
a largest pre-nucleus I such that j A II k. Moreover, this I is a nucleus. 
Proof. Let F be the set of all pre-nuclei f with j A f 5 k. For ft g E F and x ~/1 we 
have 
j(x) ~fg(x) ~_bW UK4 Afg(x) = JW) Af(j(x> A g(x)) 
5 jk(x) A fk(x) 5 k’(x) = k(x) 
so that fg E F. This shows that F is upward directed and that f 2 E F whenever f e F. 
Now let I = V F so that, by the above remarks, 1 is a prenucleus. Also, upper con- 
tinuity gives 
j(x) A l(x) = V {.W Af(x) 1 f EF) 5 k(x) 
(for XEA) so that 1 E F, and hence I is the largest member of F. Finally /2 E F so 
that 12rl, and hence 1 is a nucleus. 0 
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Let NA be the set of all nuclei on A. For each JG NA and XEA we set 
so that A J is a nucleus and is the infimum of J in NA. Thus NA is a complete lattice 
which we call the assembly of A. 
Theorem 3.2. The assembly N/I of an idiom A is a frame. 
Proof. We have already observed that NA is a complete lattice. Also, by Lemma 
3.1, for each j, k E NA, there is a nucleus j > k such that for all nuclei f, 
f<j>k H f/\j<k. 
Thus NA is a Heyting algebra, as required. 0 
The fact that NA is a frame was proved by Isbell in [16] even without the modu- 
larity restriction on A. Our proof of this fact differs from Isbell’s only in form 
rather than content. 
Note that in general for j, k E NA, the supremum j V k is not computed pointwise. 
In fact j v k = f m where f = jk, and this can be quite a long way (in the pointwise 
sense) from j and k. 
Since NA is a frame (in particular an idiom) it carries its own socle and CB-deriva- 
tive. To distinguish these from the corresponding attributes of A, we write them as 
(.)” and ( .)d respectively, i.e. as 
j++j' or jwjd 
for jeNA. 
An interesting question is the relationship between s(a) and ( .)” or between d(. ) 
and ( .)d. For example let 6= Id (where here J_ is the bottom of NA, i.e. the iden- 
tity operation on A). Thus 6 is a particular nucleus on A. We will see later (in Sec- 
tion 5) that the idempotent closure d” is also a nucleus on A. The reader is invited 
to prove the following: 
Theorem 3.3. For each idiom A we have d” ~6. Furthermore, if A is a frame, 
then d”=6. 0 
The identity d” =6 for a frame is the central observation of [26]. I do not know 
if this holds for all idioms. It would be a significant fact if it did. 
Since NA is a frame, it has its own assembly N2A = NNA. This consists of all the 
nuclei on NA (which represent quotients of NA, not of A). We will meet at least 
three of these second level nuclei. 
Firstly, since ( .)d is a derivative on NA, it has its own idempotent closure ( .)D. 
This is a certain closure operation j u jD on NA which, on the general grounds 
mentioned earlier, is a nucleus on NA. Secondly, since NA is a frame, it has its own 
point space pt(NA) and corresponding quotient 
NA -+ 0 pt(NA). 
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The kernel ( .)T of this is another second level nucleus. We take a closer look at 
pt(N/1) and ( .)T later. 
To conclude this section we give a simple (but theoretical) method of computing 
jd for artibrary j E N/1. 
As before, let 6 = Id, so that 6 is a particular nucleus. Thus for each idiom n we 
have a distinguished quotient 
In particular for each j~N/1 we have a composite quotient 
where the second (i.e. the right-hand) quotient is obtained by applying the 
Cantor-Bendixson construction to /lj rather than /1. Let jS be the kernel of the 
composite quotient. (Note that jS is not a composite of the two nuclei j and 6 of il.) 
Lemma 3.4. For each j E NA, jd = jS. 
Proof. Consider the composite quotient (above) with kernel jS. More generally 
each I E N/lj (the assembly of /lj) gives us a composite quotient 
~ ~ /lj ~ (/lj), 
with kernel jl (say). This sets up an assignment 
NAj + [j, TM I, I-j1 
where [j, T,,,A] is the final interval of N/1 above j. A few calculations show that this 
assignment is an isomorphism between the frame NAj and the interval [j, TN/II 
regarded as a frame in its own right. In particular the two relations + of N/lj and 
[j, TN/I 1 agree. 
Under this assignment we have 
so that 
6 (Of Aj) ++ jS, 
jS=/\ {k~[j,TN/tl Ijek) =jd, 
as required. 0 
4. Independence, uniformity, and spatial assemblies 
Among other things idioms have just the right properties needed for a workable 
notion of independence and uniformity. The standard results from module theory 
as given, for instance, in [ll] can be lifted without any difficulty. 
Thus, given an indexed family 
K’= (Xi / iEI) 
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of elements of the idiom /1, and a subset JC Z, we set 
&-J=(X;IiEJ), x,=v EJ. 
We say G!Y is independent over a given element a of A if 
XJAXK = a 
for each disjoint pair .Z,K of subsets of I. Clearly if K is independent over a, then 
so is KJ for each finite JGZ. Upper continuity ensures that the converse is true, 
i.e. that independence has finite character. Modularity gives us a useful test for 
independence. 
Lemma 4.1. Let (Xi 1 i<o) be a sequence of elements taken from the interval 
[a, T] such that either 
(XgV’**VXj)AXj+1 =a 
for all j<,, or (equivalently) 
X,A(X;+*V ... VXj) = a 
for all i< j<co. Then the sequence is independent over a. 0 
We say an interval [a, b] has finite dimension if for each family 9” (as above) of 
elements of [a, b], if E is independent over a, then there are just finitely many ieZ 
with Xi #a. We say /1 has FD if [ 1, T] has finite dimension. We say an interval 
[a, b] is completely finite dimensional if [c, b] is finite dimensional for each a 5 c< b, 
and we say /1 has CFD if [I, T] is completely finite dimensional (equivalently, if 
each interval of /1 is finite dimensional). 
This dimension is the extension to idioms of the uniform dimension of module 
theory. Continuing with this extension we say that a non-trivial interval [a, b] is 
uniform if x A y # a for all a <x, y 5 b. We say A is fully uniform, or has FU, if for 
each non-trivial interval [a, b] there is a uniform interval [a, c] with a<c< b. 
A standard splitting argument gives the following: 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose the interval [a, b] has finite dimension. Then for each a -C CI b 
there is some uniform interval [a, d] with a < d< c. 0 
Note that Lemma 4.2 shows that CFD * FU. We show later that if II has FU, 
then the assembly Akl is spatial. To do this we insert an intermediate property. 
Lemma 4.3. For each interval [a, b] of A there is a largest pre-nucleus f such that 
f(a) A b = a. 
Moreover, this f is a nucleus. 
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Proof. We mimic the proof of Lemma 3.1. Thus let F be the set of all pre-nuclei 
fsatisfying the given identity. A simple argument shows that F is closed under com- 
position, and hence is upwards directed. Next, upper continuity guarantees that the 
pointwise supremum f = V F is in F, and hence is the largest member of F. Finally, 
this f is a nucleus since f 2 E F, hence f 2 5 f. 0 
(The similarity of the proofs of Lemmas 3.1 and 4.3 suggests they are instances 
of a more general result. Such generalizations can be written down, but I have not 
found a truly worthwhile one.) 
We write ~(a, 6) for the nucleus given by Lemma 4.3. Thus x =~(a, 6) is charac- 
terized by 
jsx (1 j(a)Ab=a 
for (pre-)nuclei j. This nucleus x(a,6) is the analogue of the hereditary torsion 
theory x(M) co-generated by a module A4, and will be used in a similar way. 
Note that ~(1, T) need not be the bottom of NA. Note also that 
a<xsb * da, 6) 5 x(a,x). 
We say the interval [a, b] is inert if the stronger condition 
a<x<b * da, b) = x(a,x) 
holds for all x E A. This notion provides a link between the uniform intervals of /1 
and the points of Ml. 
Lemma 4.4. Each uniform interval is inert. If [a, b] is an inert interval, then x(a, b) 
is a point of NA . 
Proof. Suppose first that [a, b] is uniform and for a<xs b, let j =x(a,x). Then 
xAbAj(a)=bAj(a)Ax=a 
so that, by uniformity, bA j(a)=a and hence jsx(a, b). Thus [a, b] is inert. 
Next suppose that [a, b] is inert and let x =x(a, b). Clearly TC is proper, for other- 
wise z(a) = T and hence a = z(a) A b = b. Now consider nuclei j and k with j A ks z. 
If k$z, then x=k(a)Ab>a and 
j(a) Ax = j(a) A k(a) A b 5 n(a) A b = a 
so that jsx(a,x)=z, as required. 0 
By analogy with full uniformity we say /1 is fully inert, or has FI, if for each non- 
trivial [a, b] there is an inert interval [a, c] with a< CI b. Finally we say /1 has NS 
if the assembly N/1 is spatial. 
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The four properties CFD, FU, FI, and NS introduced in this section form a chain. 
Theorem 4.5. CFD * FU * FI * NS. 
Proof. The implication CFD * FU follows from Lemma 4.2, and FU * FI from 
Lemma 4.4. To prove FI = NS, suppose the idiom /1 has FI and consider j, k E N/I 
with jz$ k. There is some a e/1 with j(u) 4 k(a), so with c =j(a) and b = k(a) A c we 
have al b s c. Also b < c for otherwise j(a) = c = bl k(a). The property FI now 
gives us some b<d< c with [b, d] inert. Let rc =~(b,d) so that, by Lemma 4.4, 
II E pt (Ml). 
Now, since ds c, we have 
k(b) Ed = k(a) A k(c) Ed I k(a) A c = b 
so that ksz. Also, ifjsrc, thenj(b)Ad=b so that 
dsj(a)Adsj(b)Ad=b 
which is not so. Thus j$ rr, which gives the required result. 0 
To complete this section we describe what these properties amount to when /1 is 
a frame. 
Thus for the remainder of this section suppose that A is a frame. Each p E A gives 
us a nucleus wP where 
w,(x) = (x>p) >P 
for each x~~rl. This nucleus is just the kernel of the composite quotient 
A+[P,TI+[P,TL, 
in particular /I, is boolean. Conversely, it can be shown that every boolean quo- 
tient has this form, or equivalently for each j E N/1 and p EA, 
j I wp M j(p) =p. 
This also enables us to describe the points of NA (as in [20; Lemma 3.21). 
Lemma 4.6. For each j E NA, the following are equivalent: 
(i) j is a point of NA . 
(ii) j is two valued, i.e. for all xc/l 
j(x) = 
T ifx$p, 
P if xsp 
wherep=j(l)#T. 
(iii) j = wP for some p E pt (4). U 
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This result sets up a bijection 
pt(NA) - pt(A) 
n + n(1) 
wp - P 
which can be turned into a homeomorphism, not, however, with the canonical 
topology on pt(A). 
Let ,S=pt(A) with the canonical topology and let $ be the front space of S, i.e. 
tS is the set S retopologized by taking the set of all Xtl U where X is S-closed and 
U is S-open as a base. The space rS need not be discrete, it is discrete exactly when 
S is T,, (i.e. each point is locally closed). 
It is a straightforward matter to provide a proof of the following: 
Lemma 4.1. The above bijection is a homeomorphism between pt(NA) (with the 
canonical topology) and the associated front space of pt(A). 0 
Consider now the kernel ( .)T of 
NA --t 0 pt(NA). 
Thus ( .)T is a certain nucleus on NA, i.e. a second level nucleus of A. For each 
Jo NA, we know that jT is a larger nucleus. 
Lemma 4.8. For each frame A and j E NA 
jT = ker(A + Aj + 0 pt(Aj)). 
Proof. Recall that 
jT=/\(rcEpt(NA)I jln). 
Thus, for aeA, the above description of the points of NA gives 
jT(4 = A (w,(a) 1 P E Pt(Aj)). 
Now 
w,(a)A(a>p) = (a>p)Ap =p 
so that either w,(a) up or a>plp. The first alternative holds exactly when asp, 
in which case w,(a) =p. The second alternative holds exactly when w,(a) = T. Thus 
we have 
jT(a) =A (P lp~pt(Aj), asp) 
which gives the required result. 0 
Corollary 4.9. For each jE NA, the quotient A; is spatial exactly when jT= j. 0 
For a frame the nuclei x(a, b) are easy to locate. 
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Lemma 4.10. For each interval [a, b] of the frame A, we have x(a, b) = wp where 
p=b>a. 
Proof. Since asp we have w,(a) =p, so that w,,(a) A b=p A b= b A a=a, and 
hence w,Sx(a, b). 
Conversely, with j = x(a, b), we have j(p) A b = j(p A b) A b = j(a) A b = a, so that 
j(p)<p, and hence j< wP. 0 
This gives us a characterization of uniformity and intertia for frames. 
Lemma 4.11. For each non-trivial interval [a, b] of the frame A, the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) [a, b] is uniform. 
(ii) [a, b] is inert. 
(iii) The element p = b>a is a point of A. 
Proof. (i) * (ii). This holds generally by Lemma 4.4. 
(ii) * (iii). By Lemmas 4.4 and 4.10, if [a, b] is inert, then wP =~(a, b) is a point 
of AM, hence p is a point of A. 
(iii) * (i). Suppose p = b > a is a point of A and consider any a IX, y 5 b with 
xAy=a.ThenxAy5psothatxlp(say)andhencex=xAb<a, asrequired. 0 
Let us say a frame A is totally spatial, or has TS, if for each j E NA the quotient 
Aj is spatial. For example, each linearly ordered frame, each noetherian frame, 
and (by a more complicated proof) the topology of a scattered space has TS. 
Theorem 4.12. For each frame A, theproperties FU, FI, NS and TS are equivalent. 
Proof. The implications FU * FI and FI * NS hold in general, and NS = TS fol- 
lows by Corollary 4.9. Thus it remains to prove TS * FU. 
Let [a, b] be a non-trivial interval of the frame A, and consider the quotient 
which has kernel w,. By the hypothesis TS we know that [a,T]__ is spatial. 
Now a< w,(b) (for otherwise b5 w,(b)=a) so there is a point p of [a, T]_, 
hence of A, with 
alp, w,(b) + P, P = w,(p). 
Clearly b +p, for otherwise w,(b) 5 w,(p) =p. Thus b>p =p (since (b >p) A b 5~). 
Finally, let c=(p>a) Ab, so that act< b. Also 
c>a=(bn(p>a))>a=b>w,,(p)=b>p=p 
so that, by Lemma 4.11, [a, c] is the required uniform subinterval of [a, b]. 0 
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A different characterization of frames with NS is given in [25; Theorem 4.41. (The 
properties FU, FI and TS are not recognized there.) They are exactly the topologies 
of ‘corrupt’ spaces, i.e. weakly scattered spaces in some appropriate sense. Another 
characterization is given in [20] where the property is related to the behaviour of 
certain commutative rings. 
5. Basic, congruence, and division sets 
In this section we introduce three associated frames [B(4), C(4), and ID(A) of /1 
which greatly facilitate computations in AL4 and with the finitary congruences of /1. 
In fact the construction and utility of B(4) and C(A) work for any lattice /1 whatso- 
ever, i.e. require neither modularity nor upper continuity. 
Recall that Int(/l) is the set of intervals of /1. As usual for Z, .ZE Int(/l) we write 
Z7J or JLZ 
when there are p, q EA with 
Z= b~4741, J= b,pvql. 
We write Z-J if either Zr J or IL J, so that - is a symmetric, reflexive relation on 
Int(/l). When /1 is modular, the relation Z-J implies that Z and J are isomorphic 
(when regarded as lattices in their own right). 
We say Z is a subinterval of J, and write Z --f J, if there are elements a IX 5 y I b 
of /1 with Z= [x, y] and J= [a, b]. 
Let -m--> be the transitive relation on Int(/l) generated by 7, L and +. Thus Z-mm-> J 
holds exactly when there are intervals K,, . . . ,K,,, L,, . . . , L, with 
I-K,-tL1-K2+...--K,+L,--J. 
The relation ---+ pre-orders Int(/l) and, since 
I---=> JE 67 * ZE @‘, 
B is just the set of minimal elements of (Int(/l), ---->). 
(Most of these relations have names, but it is not necessary to use them here.) 
We say that a non-empty subset &C Int(/l) is abstract if it is closed under -, i.e. if 
for each pair of intervals Z and J with Z-J. We say that & is closed under sub- 
intervals if 
Z-~-->JE& * ZE.A? 
and we say & is closed under translations if 
[a,b]Ed * [aAx,bAx], [aVx,bVx]EA 
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for each interval [a, 61 of A and XEA. Finally, we say &’ is basic if it is initial in 
(Int(A), ---->), i.e. if 
for all intervals Z and J. Note that when A is modular the sets B and 9 (of gaps 
and complemented intervals) are basic, but need not be so in general. 
The proof of the next lemma is a routine exercise. 
Lemma 5.1. For each non-empty &?c Int(A) the following are equivalent: 
(i) & is basic. 
(ii) & is abstract and closed under subintervals. 
(iii) d is closed under translations. 0 
Let B(A) be the set of all basic sets of intervals. Clearly B(n) is closed under arbi- 
trary intersections and unions and hence is a complete lattice with bottom 67 and 
top Int(A). In fact, since the operations of [B(4) are set theoretical, the lattice is a 
frame (and even completely distributive). It is not hard to see that lB(/1) is (iso- 
morphic to) a topology, namely the Alexandroff topology of initial sections of the 
set of non-trivial intervals pre-ordered by ---+. (The Alexandroff topology of 
(Int(/l), m--3) is simply [B(4) with a one-element tail.) Note that 67 is the bottom 
and Int(n) is the top of [B(A). We call [B(A) the base frame of /1. 
Since 5(/I) is a frame, it carries an implication operation (X,d) H &“I&!, and 
it is not hard to see that K Idconsists of those intervals Z such that for each inter- 
val K 
At this point we note that when /1 is modular, the relation K---->I holds exactly 
when there is an interval J with K-J+ Z where = is the transitive closure of -. This 
gives Et”>& a more amenable description. 
Moving on to the construction of C(A), we say that &E [B(4) is a congruence set 
if for each a, b, c E A 
(Cl [a, b], [b, c] E .A * [a, c] E.AZ. 
Let @(/1) be the set of all such sets. Thus, for instance, 9’g C(4) (even if /1 is modu- 
lar) but the set .Af of all noetherian intervals is in C(4). It is not hard to see that 
for each GJEC(/~) and a,b,x,yEA, 
w> ta,xl, to, yl E J * [GXVYI E-4 
(A) [x,61, [y,bled 3 ixAxb1E-d. 
The next result justifies our terminology. We omit its proof for it is essentially 
the same as [14, Lemma 8, p. 20, and Theorem 2, p. 1311. 
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Theorem 5.2. There is a bijective correspondence between C(A) and the finitary 
congruences on A. For each &E @(A) the corresponding congruence = is given by 
a=b ti [ar\b,avb]E&, 
and for each congruence =, 
[a,b]E& H alb and a=b 
defines the corresponding congruence set &?. 0 
Clearly C(4) is closed under arbitrary intersections, so is a complete lattice with 
bottom B and top Int(rl). Note also that C(4) is closed under directed unions but 
not arbitrary unions. In particular suprema in C(4) are not just unions. 
For each .&E 5(/1) let G&- be the set of all intervals [a, b] for which there is a 
finite sequence 
with [xj,xi+ 1 ] EAZ for each 05 i< n. We easily check that &- is closed under trans- 
lations, so that ._K E [B(A). But, by construction, ._& has (C), so that d- E C(A). 
In fact &- is the least congruence set which includes &?. 
Lemma 5.3. The operation (.)- is a nucleus on [B(A) with fixed set C(A). 
Proof. The inflationary, monotone, and idempotent properties of (a)- are trivial. 
Consider any [a, b] E SC fl BP where &, 6%’ E B(A). Since [a, b] E._C, there is a 
finite sequence 
where each [x, y] E &. For each such step [x, y] we have [x, y] -+ [a, b] E B-, so that 
[x, y] E L?K, and hence there is a finite sequence 
where each [u, u] E 95’. Also [u, u] -+ [x, y] E& so that [u, u] E ~Zfl&?. Thus we have 
[a, b] E (.&fl~B~. 
This gives 
~-n.2- c (dn 533)- 
and the converse inclusion holds by monotonicity, so that (.)- is a nucleus on 5(A). 
Finally, the equivalence 
&=&- * &EC(A) 
for do B(A) is almost trivial, so C(A) is the corresponding fixed set. 0 
This lemma takes us more than half way through the proof of our first main 
result. 
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Theorem 5.4. For each lattice A, the lattice C(A) is a quotient frame of the base 
frame B(A). Moreover C(A) is spatial. 
Proof. Lemma 5.3 shows that C(4) is the quotient frame [B(A)_ of [B(A). The fact 
that C(4) is spatial is the essential content of Birkhoff’s subdirect product represen- 
tation result. 
Consider any [a, b] E Int(ll). Since C(/l) is closed under union of chains we may 
invoke Zorn’s lemma to obtain a maximal member of 
{&EC(A) 1 [a,bl$4. 
Let .9 be such a maximal member, so clearly g#Int(/l). Also 9 is /\-irreducible, 
i.e. if W= n A for some A G C(A), then 9’~ A. (For if 9’$ A, then [a, b] is a mem- 
ber of each .&CA, and hence [a, b] E n A = 9.) In particular, 9 is A-irreducible, 
i.e. a point of C(n). 
Now, in the usual way, see that the elements of C(A) are separated by the 
/\-irreducible elements, so C(A) is spatial. 0 
Naturally we call C(n) the congruence frame of A. I believe that S(A) and 6&l) 
are a much easier way of dealing with finitary quotients of II than the usual compu- 
tations with congruences. 
Both [B(A) and C(A) are the analogues of gadgets used in module theory. For the 
category Mod-R of modules over a ring R, the elements of [B(A) correspond to the 
subcategories of Mod-R which are closed under taking subquotients (of modules), 
and the elements of @(/1) correspond to the Serre (i.e. thick) subcategories of 
Mod-R. Recall also that each Serre subcategory 8 gives an associated quotient cate- 
gory Mod-R/g obtained by trivializing the members of % via a calculus of fractions. 
A detailed description of the space pt(C(A)) (and hence of the frame C(A)) is, of 
course, a major open problem. Only in the case where II is distributive is a decent 
solution known. 
Before we construct [D(A), let us see how basic sets can be used to produce deriva- 
tives and nuclei on /1. Thus from now on we return to our blanket assumption that 
A is an idiom. 
For each &E lB(n) let f =Jd be the operation on /1 given by 
f(a) =V {XEA) k4xlE-4 
for each a E A. Almost trivially fd is a derivative on A which we call the associated 
derivative of d. 
Lemma 5.5. For GS?E [B(A) let 33 =&- and let f =f& and g =_&. Then g is a pre- 
nucleus, and f and g have a common idempotent closure (which is a nucleus). 
Proof. For a, b E A the two sets 
X= {XEA 1 [a,x]EBj$, I’= (YEA / [b,ylEBI 
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are upwards directed, so that upper continuity gives 
&)A&b)=V WVl.=CWY1. 
Also, since 93~C(/1), we have 
XEX,YEY * [aAb,xAy]E% 
so that g(a) A g(b) 5 g(a A b), and hence g is a pre-nucleus. 
Next for [a, x] E 53 there is a finite chain 
a=ao<al<-~~<a,=x 
with [a,,a;+,] E& for Osiin. But then aj+l_ <f(ai) so that x<f”(a)sf”(a). Thus 
f(a) 5 s(a) 5 f”(a) 
which shows that the closure sequences for f and g interlace, and hence f O3 = g”, as 
required. 0 
As an example of this consider the sets Band 97 of gaps and complemented inter- 
vals of _4, respectively. An easy computation (using modularity) shows that both 9 
and g are basic (but neither is a congruence set). Then, by the definition in the first 
case and Lemma 2.3 in the second, we have 
s =f9, d=fiz 
and hence both sW and d” are nuclei. This observation enables us to give the 
characterization of s-discreteness promised earlier. 
In the proof of this characterization we use the congruence set $= ~7~ (i.e. the 
set of intervals of finite length) and its associated pre-nucleus f =ig. The crucial 
observation is that f m = .sm = y (say). 
Theorem 5.6. An idiom A is s-discrete (i.e. s”(l)=T) exactly when A has SA. 
Proof. Suppose first that /1 is s-discrete and consider any non-trivial interval [a, 61. 
If b A f (a) = a, then, by an easy induction (which depends on upper continuity at 
limit ordinals), we have 
bAf”(a) = a 
for each ordinal (x. In particular, since y is the common idempotent closure of s and 
f and y(l) = T, we have 
a=bAy(a)=b 
which, of course, is false. 
Thus a< b A f (a) so, again by upper continuity, there is some x~/l with 
a<bAx, [a,x] ES- = Yy?. 
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(This step does not go through if we work with s rather thanf.) This gives us a finite 
chain 
a=aO<al<...<a,=x 
with [aj, ai+ I] E 9 for each 0 pi< n. In particular, either 
ai = bAai+, or a,+,5b 
for each such i. 
But now if a, 4 b, then, by induction, we have a= b ~a;, so that a= b AX, which 
is not true. Thus al I b and hence [a, a,] is the required gap. 
Conversely, suppose that A is strongly atomic and consider the s-closure a = y( 1) 
of 1. If a# T, then there is a gap [a, b]. But then bus = a, which is contra- 
dictory. 0 
We have seen that C(A) indexes the finitary quotients of A, and we know that 
N/1 indexes the appropriate infinitary quotients of A, so there ought to be a con- 
necting link between C(A) and N/1. This is exactly the job of lD(A). 
We say a congruence set ~2 is a division set if for each a E A and subset Xc A, 
(VxEX)[[a,x] Ed] * [a, VXI Ed. 
Thus, by a simple computation, for each j~N/1, 
Ia, 61 E gj H bsj(a) 
defines a division set 91~. Similarly, for each division set $3, the associated deriva- 
tive f9 is a nucleus. 
Let D(A) be the set of all division sets of A. 
Lemma 5.7. The two assignments 
D(A) - NA 
&J w.LJ 
9j Y j 
form an inverse pair of bijections between D(A) and NA. 
Proof. Consider first any GB E D(A) and let f = fd. Then [a, f(a)] E& for each 
aeA, so that 
[a, bl E go * a s b I f(a) * [a, b] E._& 
and hence gfc LZZ. Similarly 
[a,b]E& * asbbf(a) * [a,b]E%If 
so that ~@~=d. This shows that the composite 
D(A) + NA -+ D(A) 
is the identity on D(A). 
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Finally consider any f e&il and let k be the associated nucleus of the division 
set 9$-. For each a~/l we have [a,&~)] E $8Y so that f(a)< k(u). We also have 
[a, k(a)] E !2J so that k(u) <f(a), and hence k=f. This shows that the composite 
N/I-+D(/1)-+N2l 
is the identity on N/1. 0 
Since N/1 is a frame, the bijection [D(4) tf N/I induces a frame structure on [D(A). 
As can be expected, this is the natural structure on ID(A). 
Theorem 5.8. For each idiom A, the family D(A) is a quotient frame of C(A) and 
the bijection D(A) tf NA is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Trivially D(A) is closed under arbitrary intersections. 
Consider any .XZE 5(A) and 53 E D(A). We know that JO .93 E C(A), and we re- 
quire &I 33 E D(A). Thus consider a EA and B c A such that [a, b] ~.~I$>533 for 
each b E B. We require [a, V B] E d 3 627. Note that since ._& > 33 is a congruence set, 
we may assume B is upward directed. 
Now consider any [x, y] E & with asxs ys V B. For each b E B we have a< 
xr\bsyr\bsb and [xAb,y/\b]E&, so that (since [a,b]EL-$>Sl) we have 
[x A 6, y A b] E 33. The abstractness of 33 gives [x, XV b A y] E ~33. Also, upper con- 
tinuity gives 
V{xvbr\y/bEB}=xvVBAy=y, 
so that, since 33 E ID(A), we have [x, y] E 33, as required. 
This shows that D(A) is a quotient frame of C(A), and the structure preserving 
properties of the bijection D(A) * NA now follow almost trivially. 0 
Note how this proof makes use of modularity in the form of the description of 
&XI S?. In [16] Isbell shows that NA is a frame without the use of modularity. 
I do not know if the more general result of Theorem 5.8 holds without modularity. 
We now have two frame quotients 
so the composite [B + [D is also a frame quotient. We have described the kernel (.)- 
of IB -+ c, and now we should describe the kernel (-)= of II3 -+ (D. By definition, for 
each &E 5, .JJ= is the least division set which includes .&. 
Lemma 5.9. For each &TE lB(A) we have ._s&$= = $8, where I = f;. 
Proof. Let f =fd, so that f s I and hence GY= c ~8~. Conversely, let .xZ= = gDk where 
k E NA. A simple computation gives f 5 k, so that f a I ka = k for each ordinal a, 
and hence II k. Thus 9, c QJd, = GsZ=, as required, 0 
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The isomorphism [D(A) -N/1 is a convenient way of analysing the structure of 
N/1. In this context the next result is useful. 
Lemma 5.10. For each &E B(A) and interval [a, b] the following are equivalent: 
(i) [a, b] E&$=. 
(ii) ForeachxEA with asx<b, thereissomeyE/I with x<ysb and [x,y] E& 
Proof. (i) * (ii). Consider any [a, b] Ed= and any asx< b. Then [x, b] E&=, so 
it suffices to verify (ii) for the case x=a. 
Let f be the pre-nucleus associated with dpe- so that &‘= is the division set asso- 
ciated with the idempotent closure off. 
If b A f (a) = a, then, by an easy induction, we have b A f ‘(a) = a for each ordinal 
(Y. But b 5 f a(a) for all large a, so we must have a < b A f (a). 
Now let 
X= {xE/l 1 [a,x] E._K}, 
so that X is upward directed and f(a) = VX. Upper continuity gives 
bAf(a) =V {br\xIxEX}, 
so there is some x E X with a < b Ax. Finally, [a, b Ax] Ed-, so the description of 
,_K gives the required a < m I b AX. 
(ii) * (i). Suppose (ii) holds and consider f =fJp. Then d= = ~j where j=f m. 
Letx=j(a) A b, so that arxsb. Ifx<b, then there is somex<ylb with [x,y] E&. 
But then 
Y If(x) s.lXa) =j(a) 
and hence ys j(a) A b =x, which is not so. Thus x = 6, SO that b I j(a), as re- 
quired. 0 
6. Some derivatives on ES(A) 
Since [B(A) is a frame, it carries its own derivatives. These may be of a general 
nature, such as its socle derivative and CB-derivative, or of a more particular kind 
obtained using the parent idiom A. For instance, for each do [B(A), let 
&P, dS 
be the set of intervals [a, b] such that for each XEA 
(c) asxsb * a=x or [x,b]E& 
or 
(s) acxsb * [a,x]Ed or [x,b]Ed 
respectively. Also set GZZ’ = dS-. We call dc the set of &critical intervals, .&’ the 
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set of J-simple intervals, and df the set of d-finite intervals. Clearly &C dc L 
GP and bc= @= 9 (the set of gaps). However, in general &f&“. (The opera- 
tion (.)” should not be confused with the socle derivative of [B(A).) 
Lemma 6.1. Both the operations (.)’ and (s)” are derivatives on [B(A), and the 
first is a pre-nucleus. 
Proof. We give the proof for (s)” only, for the proof for (0)” is similar. 
Thus consider any &E [B(4). We show first that &” is abstract, i.e. that 
[PA4,41EQJC * [P7PVqlE~c 
for p,qgA. 
Suppose [pAq,q]E&” and consider anypsxlpvq. ThenpAqlx/\q<q, so 
that either p A q = XA q or [x A q, q] E ~2’. The first alternative gives 
x=(pVq)Ax=pV(qAx)=pV(pAq)=p 
and the second gives [x,xVq]E&. But pVqlxvq5pVq so that [x,pVq]E4 
which proves the implication *. The converse implication follows by a dual 
argument. 
Almost trivially, AC is closed under subintervals and .x2 c .&“. The monotonicity 
of (.)’ is clear, so (.)’ is a derivative on 5. 
Now consider any 4 33 E [B, any [a, b] l d’fl S5’c, and any a<x< 6. Then 
[x, b] E .A (since [a, b] Ed”) and [x, b] E 53 (since [a, b] E ~6’~) so that [x, b] e&n 33 
and hence [a, b] E (~2 flS3)‘. This shows that 
d9-wa~~(dnny 
so that (.)’ is a pre-nucleus on [B(A). 0 
Critical intervals are a convenient way of getting at (some of) the points of Nil. 
Lemma 6.2. Let &EC(A) and let f=fd. Let [a, b] E.&‘-AZ and let n=x(a, b). 
Then 
(i) [a, b] is uniform, hence TIE pt(Ml), 
(ii) f 5 71, 
(iii) [a,b]E@-g,. 
Proof. (i) Consider any a<x,yl b. Then, since [a, b] E&‘, we have 
1x9 bl, [x bl E 4 
so that (since .x2 E G(A)) [x A y, b] E ~2. Thus x A y # a, for otherwise [a, b] E ~2. 
(ii) We know that f(a) = VX where 
X= {xE_~ 1 [a,x] E.zZ} 
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and this set is upwards directed. For each XEX we have a< b AXI 6, so that (by 
criticality) either 
a=bAx or [bAx,b]E&. 
If the second of these occurs, then we have some x~/l with 
b,xl, [xAb,blEd 
and hence [a, b] E &‘, which is not so. Thus a = b AX for all x E X, so that, by upper 
continuity, 
f(a)Ab=bAVX=a 
which gives f sx(a, b) = n, as required. 
(iii) By (ii) we have &G ga, so that [a, b] E&’ c C@i. Also n(a) A b = a, so that 
14 61 E % * b-c n(a) * b =a 
and hence [a, b] $ ~2~. 17 
We say a derivative (a)* on 5(/1) respects C(n) if GJ* E C(A) for each &E C(A) 
(so we could regard (.)* as a derivative on (Q/1)). Clearly neither (e)’ nor (e)” 
respect C&4) (for 8$ C(A)), however there are useful derivatives with this property. 
Thus, for ._&zE 5(A), let 
k, &z? 
be the set of all intervals [a, b] such that for each chain of elements 
or 
(1) bzxOzx, >...zx,r...ra, 
respectively, we have 
(1) k+l,xrl E.-d (?I [xr?xr+11 Ed 
for all sufficiently large r< CO. Clearly 8’ is the set of artinian intervals and flT is 
the set of noetherian intervals, so we call d1 the set of &‘-artinian intervals and dT 
the set of d-noetherian intervals. Note also that ._PZ~ ~&t-t&~. 
Lemma 6.3. Both (.)’ and (e)’ are pre-nuclei on [B(A) with respect to C(A). 
Proof. An easy argument shows that both (.)‘and (.)’ are pre-nuclei on EL (In fact 
only the preservation of abstractness i  not immediate.) 
Now suppose that do C, let [a, b] and [b, c] be members of &“, and consider any 
descending chain 
crx,Lxr r...2-xrz...ra (r<w). 
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We thus have two descending chains 
cz...zx,vb>...>b, b>...zx,/\bz...za 
and hence 
f-%+1 vb,x,vb] and [x,+,~b,x,~b] 
are members of ~2 for all large r. But then both 
[Xr+l vbAx,,x,l and [x,+~,x,+~~b~x,1 
are members of ~2 and hence (since AE C) so is [x,+i,x,]. 
This shows that ._z?E C, and a dual argument shows that ZJ?E C. 0 
The following technical lemma will be useful later. 
Lemma 6.4. For each &E 5(A) and non-trivial [a, b] E &’ there is some a< m 5 b 
with [a, m] E dc. 
Proof. Consider any AZE [B(A) and non-trivial [a, b] E&‘. If [a, b] edC, then we 
set m = b. Otherwise, for each a<x< b with [a,~] $dc there is some a<ylx with 
[_v,x] $ ~2. Starting from x= b we iterate this process. Since [a, b] E AI’ this must 
stop, and the final step gives the required m. 0 
Since each of ( .)“, (e)‘, ( .)” and (e)’ is a derivative on B(A), we may use any one 
to isolate a class of idioms, namely the class of idioms A for which 
67*(m) = Int(A) 
where ( 0 )* is the considered derivative. Each such idiom has an associated *-length 
(the appropriate value of a~) and a *-filtration. For instance, for an arbitrary idiom 
A we may set 
for each ordinal u and limit ordinal A. (Note that since both [B(A) and C(A) are 
closed under union of chains, there is no problem with passage across limit ordi- 
nals.) We call (3& 1 a E Ord) the Krull filtration of /1, and the stable limit yt, the 
Krull core of A. We say A has KR (Krull rank) if .Y& = Int(ll). This terminology 
is used since a module M has Krull dimension in the sense of [12] exactly when A(M) 
has KR. More generally, the deviation of a poset as developed by Lemonnier 118,191 
reduces to the Krull derivative (a)’ when the poset is an idiom. 
Clearly we could also use ( .)T to obtain the idioms with ‘Notherian rank’, how- 
ever, this gives us nothing new. We leave the proof of this as an exercise for the 
reader. 
Theorem 6.5. The (+)“-perfect, (a)‘-perfect, and (a)‘-perfect basic sets are coexten- 
sive. 0 
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7. The Gabriel derivative 
Any of the three derivatives (o)‘, (e)‘, (.)’ on [B(A) may be composed with the 
nucleus (e)= to obtain a D-respecting derivative on B(A). It is mildly surprising 
that the three composites are the same. 
Lemma 7.1. For each idiom A the three derivatives (. )‘=, ( .)“= and (-)‘= on (B(A) 
are the same. 
Proof. Consider any do 5(/1) and let j be the nucleus given by dc’ = ~j. It suf- 
fices to show that ._kc 9j. 
Consider any [a,b] Ed’ and let x=j(a)r\b, so that a%xsb and j(x)=j(a). If 
x<6, then, by Lemma 6.4, there is some x<yib with [x,y] l dc c gj. But then 
y<j(x) = j(a) so that yl j(a) A b =x, which is not so. Thus x= b and hence bl j(a) 
which gives [a, b] E cB~, as required. 0 
For each do [B(A) we set 
&s =&c= =&s= = dJ= 
so that ( .)g is a pre-nucleus on lB(n). Similarly for each j E N/I let jg be that k E N/1 
where 
gik = $23;. 
Thus the second operation ( .)g is a pre-nucleus on Nrl which we call the Gabriel 
derivative of /1. (The double use of ‘( s)~’ should not cause confusion.) 
Let ( .)G be the idempotent closure of ( .)g on N/1. Thus ( .)G is a nucleus on N/1, 
i.e. a second level nucleus of _4, to add to the two (.)T and (.)D we met earlier. We 
say /1 has CR (has Gabriel rank) if lG = T (where here 1 and T are the bounds 
of NA). The Gabriel filtration of A is the ascending chain ( ??a 1 a E Ord) of division 
sets given by 
%zo = b, ce,,, = YJ!,“, %=(U&7Io<~H= 
for each ordinal (Y and limit ordinal 1. In other words, for each ordinal a, 
%a = 97)k 
where k = J_g(a). 
Note that Y&C YJa, so that KR * GR. We saw earlier that KR =j CFD. In fact 
it can be shown that KR = GR + CFD and, module CFD, the Krull filtration and the 
Gabriel filtration are tightly interlaced. 
Let y = J_s and consider P= Us. Then s( .) (the socle derivative on /lj is fg and 
its idempotent closure has division set 
fJ7= = @S’ = 6s. 
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Lemma 7.2. d” = lg= y. 0 
This can be extended in the manner of Lemma 3.4. 
Lemma 7.3. For each j E N.4, js = jy. 
Proof. The nucleus jy is the kernel of the composite quotient 
so that ~jy = dpe= where ,_& is the set of intervals [a, b] of /1 such that [j(a), j(b)] is 
a gap of /Ij. But we may check that .xZ= g,!, so that 
gjiy 1 gl!= = gjg 
as required. (This argument does not work with (0)’ in place of ( .)“.) 0 
We now work towards various characterizations of idioms with GR, and an 
attempted explication of what GR entails. 
Lemma 7.4. GR * FU. 
Proof. Suppose the idiom /1 has GR and consider any non-trivial interval [a,b]. 
For each a < cs b there is an ordinal p with 
Consider such an element c with smallest possible p. By Lemma 5.10 there is some 
a<drcandsomea</3with [a,d]E??iC CC~~+,. (The minimality of /? then ensures 
that p = (x + 1). We show that [a, d] is uniform. 
Thus consider any a<~, yc d. By criticality we have [x, d], [_Y, d] E %?a so that 
[X A y, d] E %rr. The minimality of /3 now gives x A y # a, as required. 0 
This result shows that GR =) NS. In fact, having GR is very much connected with 
the spatial properties of N/1. To see this, for each jeN/1 set 
jR=A{X(a,b)I [U,b]EgJF-L@jj. 
Thus 
jR=T * jgzj. 
Also, by Lemma 6.2, each such x(a,b) is a point of N/1 above j, SO that 
j5jTSjR. 
We say that N/i is very spatial if J ‘R = j for all j E N/1. Thus if N/1 is very spatial, 
then it is spatial, but, as we see later, the converse is not true. 
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This operation ( .)R (for which we are not yet claiming any properties other than 
being inflationary) has a much more direct definition. 
Lemma 7.5. For each j~N4, jR=jg>j=jG>j. 
Proof. Consider any [a, b] E ‘23; fl9j R. If [a, b] @ G@jnj, then jRIX(a, b) and hence 
jR(a)Ab = a. 
But [a, 61 E ~jR, so that bs jR(a) and hence b = a, which is not true (since [a, b] $ 
gj)* 
This shows that 
and hence, by an application of (.)=, 
jg AjR =j. 
An application of ( .)g now gives 
jggr\jRg =jS 
and hence 
jgg/\jR =jE/\jR =j. 
Iterating this argument, and invoking upper continuity (of N/1) at limit ordinals, we 
get 
jg(a)AjR =j 
for each ordinal a. Thus, setting a= m, we have 
jGAjR=j 
and hence 
jR5 jG>jIjg>j= k (say). 
Now consider any [a, b] E G$ - ~j. Since al k(a) A b I b, if a # k(a) A b, then 
[k(a) A b, b] E 9j C 972r, 
i.e. 
b L k(k(a) A b) = k(a) A k(b) = k(a). 
But also [a, b] E 58]f c C@:, so we have 
b 5 k(a) A jg(a) = j(a) 
which is contradictory (since [a, b] $ C@j)* 
This shows that a = k(a) A b, and hence ks~(a, b). Thus, freeing a and b, we have 
kl jR, as required. q 
The operation (.)R appears not to be a derivative on N/1, however: 
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Corollary 7.6. For each j E NA, j RR = j R. 
Proof. With k=jR=jC>j we have jCskG and 
jRR=kG>k=kGr\jG>j=jG3j=jR 
as required. 0 
Using Lemma 7.5 we can very quickly obtain the analogue of Raynaud’s charac- 
terization of rings with Gabriel dimension given in [22], or Popescu’s characteriza- 
tion given in [21, p. 347, Theorem 5.91. 
Theorem 7.7. An idiom A has GR exactly when N/I is very spatial. 
Proof. If /1 has GR, then for each je Nil we have jG= T, so that 
jR=T>j=j 
and hence N/1 is very spatial. Conversely, consider j=l’. Then jG=j so that 
jR = T and so, if N/1 is very spatial, j= jR = T, as required. 0 
Lemma 7.5 gives 
jGl\jR=j, 
so that 
jG< jR>jl jT>j. 
I do not know if jG- -j R > j, 1 suspect not, but we do have the following: 
Lemma 7.8. For each j, k E NA with ks jR, the composite k> j is G-perfect. 
Proof. Let I=k>j, so that 
kr\Isj. 
An application of (e)’ gives 
kGAIGs jG 
so that 
k/\IGsjGAkkjG/\jR=j 
and hence 
IG<k>j=I 
as required. 0 
We have seen earlier that the identities 
s(l) = T, s”(l) = T 
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(in /1) characterize the complemented atomic and the strongly atomic idioms, respec- 
tively. The property GR, i.e. the identity I’= T (in N/1), also has an atomicity 
content. 
Theorem 7.9. For each je NA, the quotient Aj is WA exactly when jR=j. 
Proof. Suppose first that Aj is WA and consider any 
[a, b] E 6@jR = 9: > ~j. 
We want j(a) = j(b), so that [a, b] E ~j. 
If j(a)< j(b), then, by WA, there is a gap [u, 01 of /Ij with 
j(a) 5 u < v 5 j(b), u = j(z4), v = j(v). 
Let 
x=uAb, y=vr\b, 
so that 
asxsysb, j(x)=u, j(y)=v. 
Consider also any xlzl y. Then us j(z)s v, so that either 
i.e. 
j(x) = u = j(z) or j(z) = v = j(y), 
[X,Z]Egj or [Z,Y]E gj 
and hence [x, y] E !2; c g,s. But [a, b] E G9:“> gj, so that [x, y] E ~j, which gives the 
contradictory u = j(x) = j(y) = v. 
Conversely, suppose that /lj does not have WA, so /1, has an interval 
a=j(a)<j(b)=b 
which does not include a gap (of Aj). Clearly [a, b] $93jdj, so it suffices to show 
[U,b]E9J>C8j=L8jR. 
To this end consider any [x, y] E 68; where a<xs y< 6. We required j(x) = j(y). 
If j(x) <j( y), then, since as j(x) < j(y) 5 b and [a, b] is j-gap free, there is some 
j(x)<z<j(y) with z=j(z). Clearly x<yr\zly, so that either 
X=YAZ or [_YAz,Y] EC3j. 
The first of these gives 
j(x)=j(y)Aj(z)=j(y)Az=z 
which is false. The second gives 
j(y) =j(_vA_v) = z 
which is also false. Thus, by contradiction, we have the required result. 0 
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As a companion to this result the reader may like to show that 
/1, is gap-free H jR = T. 
Theorem 7.9, when combined with Theorem 7.7, immediately gives us a second 
characterization of GR. 
Theorem 7.10. An idiom A has GR exactly when it is totally weakly atomic, i.e. 
for each j E N/i the quotient Aj has WA. 0 
This result is the infinitary analogue of the characterization of KR, which says 
that /1 has KR exactly when each lattice (i.e. finitary) quotient of /1 has WA. 
8. Gabriel versus Cantor-Bendixson 
The assembly N/1 of the idiom A carries three particular derivatives, the G-deriva- 
tive (.)g, its socle derivative (.)‘, and the CB-derivative ( .)d. In this section we 
show that these are not entirely unrelated, in particular, if /1 has GR, then these 
three derivatives coincide. 
Our first job is to show how critical intervals of /1 produce gaps of N/1. 
For the time being fix j E N/1 and let [a, b] be a given interval of /1. Let & = 
.&(a, 6) be the set of intervals Z such that either 
ZE$@j or I= [X,Y] 
for some a<xl yl b. By modularity, &? is basic, in fact & is the least basic set 
which includes gj and contains [a, b]. Now suppose [a, b] E CBIF. Then & is exactly 
the set of intervals Z such that either 
ZE~j or I- [a,z] 
for some aIz4 6, for the apparently omitted intervals are all automatically mem- 
bers of ~j. Let k= k(a, 6) be the nucleus such that gik = &$=. Note that 
jg=V{k(a,b)I [a,b]EgT-C3j}). 
These nuclei k(a, b) are atoms over j. 
Lemma 8.1. Let [a, b] E ~3~5 - ~j and k = k(a, b). Then [j, k] is a gap of NA. 
Proof. Consider any congruence set 33 with 
We show that [a, b] ~2.8, and hence 33’= =d=. 
Since % z ~j, there is an interval [p, q] E S’ - ~j. Since [p, q] $ GB]: = CZI~, Lemma 
5.10 gives US somepSx<q such that [x,y]$gj for all x<y<q. But [x,q]EBc 
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d= so, again by Lemma 5.10, there is some x< ye q with [x, y] E &. For this y we 
have [x, y] E .A-- C@jy SO that [x, _Y] = [a, z] for some uszs 6. But now [a, z] = 
[x, y] ES&“, so that 
[a, 21 E 93. 
Also x<y, so that a<~< b and hence (since [a, b] E g;) 
[z, bl Ea. 
Thus [a, 61 E ?Z?, as required. 0 
This result immediately gives us the basic comparison. 
Lemma 8.2. For each jeNA, j< jg< j’s j*. 
Proof. The comparisons jljs and jsljd hold in general grounds. Also, by 
Lemma 8.1, for each [a, 61 E 9; - ~jaj, we have k(a, b) 5 j’, hence 
jg=V{k(a,b)I [U,b]EgJF-_j} 5js 
as required. Cl 
Recall the operation ( .)R introduced in Section 7. 
Lemma 8.3. For each jgNA, if jR= j, then jg= j*, in particular jRg=jRd. 
Proof. By Lemma 7.5, if jR=j, then jg>j=j, hence j4jg, so that jdljg and 
hence jg =j*. The equality J ‘Rg=jRd now follows by Corollary 7.6. 0 
It is now convenient to introduce a new operation ( .)L on NA. For each je N/1 
we set 
jL=jR>j=(jC>j)>j 
SO that js j’s jL. Note also that if j is G-perfect, then jL =j. But, by Lemma 7.8, 
jL is G-perfect, so jLL=jL. 
Using this operation we can extend Lemma 8.3. 
Theorem 8.4. For each jENA, jg=jL/\jd. 
Proof. By Lemma 8.3, we have 
j* sjad =jRg. 
Also, by definition of jL we have 
jL/\jR=j 
so that 
jLAj* <jLg/\jRg = (jL/\jR)S =jg. 
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Since jgljL holds trivially and js<jd holds by Lemma 8.2, this gives the required 
result. 0 
Since jg5 j’s jL, an immediate consequence of Theorem 8.4 is that 
jg =jol\jd 
and then, by an easy induction, 
‘S(U) J = jo /\jd(a)_ 
Thus we have a simple connection between (. )g and ( .)d, provided we can compute 
(e)‘. In particular, if /1 has GR, then jG = T, and hence ( .)g and ( .)d are the same 
operation. 
This last result was proved for the module case in [29]. The computations of that 
paper also give the following: 
Theorem 8.5. For each j E NA the interval [j, j’] is strongly atomic, and the re- 
striction of (. )g to [j, j’] is the socle derivative of the interval. 0 
9. Frames with GR 
In this section we consider the particular case of a frame il and find that the 
results of Sections 7 and 8 can be strengthened somewhat. 
We know that in general the socle derivative s(. ), the CB-derivative d( .), and the 
nuclei y = lg and 6 = Id are related as 
l”=y=s”~d”<~=ld. 
Furthermore, if /1 is FA, in particular if /1 is spatial, then s=d; and for a frame, 
d” = 6. Thus: 
Lemma 9.1. For each spatial frame, y = 6. 0 
A spatial frame is, of course, nothing but the topology of a topological space, 
so this lemma says something about such spaces. The reader will find it instructive 
to work out a direct proof of the result. 
Lemma 9.1 leads to an improvement of Theorem 8.4. 
Theorem 9.2. For each frame A and j E NA, 
jg = (jT3j) A jd. 
Proof. Since jl jT5 jR, we have jL<jT>j, and hence jg<(jT>j)Ajd. 
Conversely, by Corollary 4.9, with k =jT, the quotient Ak is spatial, so that, by 
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Lemmas 3.4, 7.3, and 9.1, 
‘Tg 
J 
=jTy =jTa =jTd, 
and hence jds jTg. Thus 
(jT>j)A jd I (jT>j)‘A jTg = ((jT>j)A jT)g = jg 
as required. 0 
Recall that a frame is totally spatial if all its quotients are spatial, or, equivalently, 
if its assembly is spatial. 
Corollary 9.3. For a totally spatial frame the derivatives ( .)g and ( -)d agree. 0 
We are now in a position to give several characterizations of GR for frames. A 
little preamble will set the scene. 
Since the assembly N/1 is itself a frame, it has its own assembly N2/1, the second 
level assembly of /1. This consists of all the second level nuclei like ( e)T, (.)’ and 
( .)D. Let us say /1 has N2B if N2/1 is boolean. 
The frame II is boolean exactly when it is complemented. Thus 
A is boolean * d(l)=T. 
Applying this to the frame N/1 we have 
NA is boolean H s=ld=T es s(l)=T 
(where the distinguishing subscripts on the bounds have been omitted). Also, since 
6 = d”, we see that ( .)D (i.e. the idempotent closure of ( .)d) is the result of applying 
the CB-derivative of N2A to its bottom. Thus 
N2/1 is boolean H ID = T. 
Next, let S=pt(/l). We saw earlier, in Lemma 4.7, that pt(N/1) is essentially the 
front space ,S of S. Similarly, pt(N2/1) is the second front space rrS of S, which, 
since S is TO, is just the discrete space on S. Thus we have a commuting diagram 
where the vertical arrows are the canonical spatial quotients, the top arrows are the 
canonical embeddings, and the bottom arrows are insertions. 
Finally, recall (from [25, Theorem 4.51) that if a spatial frame has a boolean 
assembly, then this assembly is itself spatial (hence discrete). 
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Theorem 9.4. For each frame A, the following are equivalent: 
(i) A has CR. 
(ii) A has NS +N2B. 
(iii) N2A is discrete (i.e. a power set). 
(iv) N2A is spatial. 
Furthermore, when these hold 
A = OS, NA = OfS, N2A = 9s 
where S = pt(A). 
Proof. (i) = (ii). If A has GR, then for each j E NA, Lemmas 7.8 and 9.2 give 
T =jG 5 (jT>j)AjD 
so that j’= j and ID = T. Thus A has NS and N2B. 
(ii) * (iii). Suppose A has NS + N2B and consider the above diagram. Since A 
has N’S, the middle vertical arrow is an isomorphism, hence so is the left-hand verti- 
cal arrow. But now, by N2B, we see that NOfS=iV2A is boolean, and hence is 
spatial. Thus the right-hand vertical arrow is an isomorphism. 
(iii) * (iv). Trivial. 
(iv) * (ii). Condition (iv) asserts that, in the above diagram, the right-hand verti- 
cal arrow is an isomorphism, hence N’B. But then the middle arrow is an isomor- 
phism, hence NS. 
(ii) * (i). If the frame has NS, then, by Corollary 9.3, the derivatives (.)g and 
( .)d coincide. In particular I’= ID. But N2B gives ID = T, hence GR. 0 
We have seen how the CB-derivative d is concerned with the boolean properties 
of a frame, and that this persists at higher levels. Similarly, the socle derivative s 
is concerned with the atomic boolean properties of a frame, and, from the above 
results, this also persists at higher levels. It is worth bringing these observations 
together in one place. 
Theorem 9.5. For each frame A: 
(W 
and 
A is boolean * dU)=T, 
NA is boolean e Id= T, 
N2A is boolean M ID = T, 
(G) 
A is a powerset R s(l) = T, 
NA is apowerset o lg=T, 
N2A is a powerset w lG = T. q 
Finally, recall that a frame need not have a boolean reflection. Precise conditions 
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for the existence of such a reflection seem hard to establish, see [28], however they 
are somehow concerned with the weak discreteness properties of the frame. In con- 
trast with this, if we ask for a discrete boolean reflection (i.e. a power set), then we 
have the perfect answer. 
Theorem 9.6. A frame A has a discrete boolean reflection exactly when it has GR. 
Proof. If /1 has GR, then N2A is a power set and so is the required reflection. 
Conversely suppose /1 has a discrete boolean reflection II 4 9’s for some set S. This 
must factor through the spatial reflection, which gives a commuting triangle 
But then /1+ 0 pt(A) is manic, so that /1 is spatial. The same argument shows that 
N/1 and N2/1 are spatial, hence A has GR. 0 
10. The Gabriel rank of a module 
The notion of the Gabriel rank of an idiom described here has clearly been lifted 
from the notion of the Gabriel dimension of a module and dressed up in lattice- 
theoretic clothes. But what is the connection between these two notions? In particu- 
lar for a module M, what is the connection between the Gabriel dimension of M and 
the Gabriel rank of /1(M)? 
Thus let R be a fixed (unital) ring and let M =Mod-R, the category of right 
R-modules. We compare the Gabriel machinery for M with that of an arbitrary 
idiom A. 
The Gabriel rank of /1 is just the length of a certain sequence 
of quotients of A, in particular the place to compute this rank is in the assembly 
N/1 of A. In the same way the Gabriel dimension of M (and consequently of objects 
of M) is obtained from a certain sequence 
of quotients of M. All of these quotients are localizations of M, so the place to com- 
pute the dimension (i.e. length) is in the assembly of all localizations of M. 
Each module ME M gives us its idiom /1 (A4) of submodules, in particular we have 
the idiom A(R) of right ideals of R. A localization of M is a universal closure opera- 
tion on M, i.e. a closure operation on each /1(M) which commutes with the inverse 
images of morphisms of M. (There are, of course, other ways of describing the 
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localizations of M; here I am picking out the one which seems most pertinent for 
the general theory.) This universality ensures that each such universal closure is, in 
fact, a nucleus on each n(M). In particular, each localization of M gives a nucleus 
on /1(R), and this nucleus determines the whole localization. However, not every 
nucleus on rl(R) comes from a localization. 
It was Chew [4] who first observed that a nucleusj on /1(R) determines a localiza- 
tion of M exactly when it is natural in the sense that for each ZE/~(R) and a E R 
j(Z:a)=j(Z):a 
where I: a= {XE R / axEZ} in the usual residual quotient of Z by a. Let ER be the 
set of all such natural nuclei on A(R). By a result of Raynaud [23], E’R is a frame 
under the pointwise ordering. This result and other frame-theoretic propertie of .?R 
are discussed in [27]. 
We could also consider the universal derivatives and universal pre-nuclei on M. 
It turns out that these universal derivatives are, in fact, pre-nuclei and correspond 
to the natural pre-nuclei on ,4(R), i.e. those which commute with residual quotients. 
These in turn correspond to the kernel functors (left exact pre-radicals) on M or, 
equivalently, the closed subcategories of M. 
Clearly ZR is a subset of N/1(R). In fact we have more. 
Theorem 10.1. The frame .?R is a complete (i.e. (A,V)-preserving) sublattice of 
N/l(R). 
Proof. Consider any $’ c ZR. Recall that the infimum A,$ of $ in NA(R) is 
given by 
(A&Y(Z) = n {j(Z) IjE$-> 
for ZEA(R). Thus, by an easy computation, l\$ is natural, hence A$EER. 
We must now show that V~EER where V$ is the supremum of $ in N/1(R). 
To do this we use natural pre-nuclei on /1(R). 
Observe first that the compositefg of two such natural pre-nuclei is itself natural, 
since 
fg(Z : a) = f(g(Z) : a) = fg(Z) : a 
for ZE /1 (R) and a E R. Also if S is an upwards directed subset of natural pre-nuclei, 
then the pointwise supremum I = lJ g is natural, since for each Z E II (R) and a, x E R, 
xEI(Z:a) w (FIfE@)[xEf(Z:a)=f(Z):a] 
* W~Wbx~_f(Ol 
* axEI H xEI(Z):a. 
In particular, the idempotent closure of a natural pre-nucleus is natural. 
Now for j, k E ZR, let f = jk. Then f is a natural pre-nucleus, hence j v k = f m is 
natural. 
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Finally, for any gc .TR, there is an obvious upwards directed Xc ZR with 
v$=vX. But V.Yl=f” where f=(JS, so that V~EER. 0 
We remarked earlier, in Section 5, that basic, congruence, and division sets of 
intervals of an idiom are the analogues of certain classes of modules. We must now 
look at these classes. 
Recall that a class of modules is abstract if it is closed under taking isomorphic 
copies. We say that a class is basic if it is abstract and closed under taking sub- 
modules and quotient modules. We say that a class & is a congruence class if it is 
basic and closed under extensions, i.e. 
for modules A c B. Finally, we say that & is a division class if it is a congruence 
class which is closed under directed unions. Thus congruence classes are what are 
usually called Serre classes, and division classes are precisely the hereditary torsion 
classes. In particular, the division classes are in bijective correspondence with the 
localization of N (just as D(A)sNA). This correspondence is most easily set up 
using the intermediate notion of a Gabriel filter on A(R). 
Each basic class A’ generates a congruence class &- and a division class ,A=. 
Thus &- consists of all those modules N for which there is a tower of submodules 
O=K,cK,c..-cK,,=N 
with Ki+l/Ki E._& for each Ori<n. Similarly, NE&= exactly when for each proper 
submodule KCN there is a submodule KCL c N with L/KE& The similarity 
between the description of these module-theoretic operations and the corresponding 
lattice-theoretic ones is not just coincidental. There is a precise matching of these 
operations. 
Let & be a given basic class of modules. For a fixed module A4, let d(M) be the 
set of intervals [A, B] of A(M) given by 
[A,B]E&((M) @ B/AE.xZ. 
(The reader is advised not to identify [A,B] with B/A.) Note that 
MEd * A(M) = [O,M] E&z(M) 
so that ~2 is the amalgam of all the d(M). We easily check that d(M) is a basic 
set of A(M) and 
& a congruence class * AZ(M) a congruence set, 
& a division class * AZ(M) a division set. 
In fact, a straightforward proof produces the following: 
Lemma 10.2. For each basic class d and module A4, 
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(a) d(M)) = d-(M), 
(b) &(M)==d=(M). 0 
Recall that for a basic class of modules JCZ, we say that a module B is &-critical 
if B/XE~ for each non-trivial submodule OfXc B. Let dc be the class of such 
.&-critical modules. A simple argument shows that dc is basic. (Strictly speaking 
the usual terminology is that &‘-.&’ is the class of d-critical modules, but this 
goes against the received practice of mathematics.) 
This time we will prove the commutativity property. 
Lemma 10.3. For each basic class d and module M, we have d(M)‘= d’(M). 
Proof. For all modules A c BcM, we have [A, B] E&‘(M)~ exactly when for each 
module A c XC B, either 
A=X or [X,B]e&‘(M), 
i.e. either 
A=X or B/XE&. 
Also [A, B] E&‘(M) exactly when B/A E&‘, i.e. when for each module 
A c XC B, either 
B/A 
A=X or - 
X/A ’ &* 
The required result follows since (B/,4)/(X/A) G B/A. q 
For each basic class &‘, let 
&h = &c=. 
This gives a derivative ( .)h on basic classes whose restriction to division classes (or 
its twin on .Z’I?) is the Gabriel derivative of M which gives the Gabriel dimension 
of WI. 
From Lemmas 10.2 and 10.3, we immediately have the following: 
Corollary 10.4. For each basic class ._& and module M, we have ._EY(M)~ =
tzZh(M). 0 
Finally, consider any j E ER. This gives us a localization Mj which is also deter- 
mined by a certain division class 5. The division class q;.” corresponds to some 
localization of iM and hence to some natural nucleus jh E ER. But we also have 
j E ER c N/1(R) so that j corresponds to a division set ~j of A(R). Following 
through the various correspondences, we find that 
Thus we get to the final result. 
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Theorem 10.5. For each jel”R, 
jh ,jg 
and hence the Gabriel dimension of a module ME M is exactly the Gabriel rank of 
A(M). 
Proof. The identity jh=jg holds, since, by Corollary 10.4, 
69; = q(R)g = qh(R) = ~3~ 
where k=jh. 
Also by Corollary 10.4, we have 
d(M)g@) = dh’“‘(M) 
for each ordinal cr. Here ( .)g(a) and ( .)h(a) are the a-fold iterates of ( .)g and ( .)h 
respectively. The passage across limit ordinals makes use of Lemma 10.2(d). 
Now consider the class @ of trivial modules. Then B(M) is the set of trivial inter- 
vals of A(M) and the Gabriel filtration FJe,. (M) of A(M) is given by 
g,(M) = O(M)g(cr). 
Similarly, the Gabriel filtration tic., of n\/l is given by 
$z& = &+(a) 
so that 
S,(M) = cD’(M)~@) = BhCa)(M) = re,(M). 
Thus, using GR( e) and GD( .) to indicate Gabriel rank and dimension respectively, 
we have 
GR(A(M)) 5 cr * [0, M] E 9,(M) = re,(M) 
@ MEX, * GD(M)s a, 
as required. il 
11. Further developments 
In this final section I make a few remarks, or rather pose a few questions, which 
may help future investigations in these matters. The first four are of a more general 
nature. 
(1) The largest problem is to develop the general theory alluded to in the intro- 
duction. I am not sure what form this should take. Maybe a study of those cate- 
gories which carry a functor to a suitable category of idioms would be fruitful, or 
maybe idiom enriched categories are the appropriate vehicle. 
(2) There appears to be no literature on the Cantor-Bendixson analysis of a topos 
(as opposed to a topological space). Note, however, that the set based atomic 
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toposes of Barr and Diaconescu [3] are exactly those for which each lattice of sub- 
objects is a power set, i.e. those at the bottom of any hierarchy of near-discrete 
toposes. 
(3) The difference between N/1(R) and ZR (of Section 10) seems to be that the 
first is an entirely lattice-theoretic construct, whereas ER takes into account the 
action of the monoid (R,., 1) on A(R). Perhaps a more general study of monoid 
actions on idioms would be fruitful. 
(4) It is known that the Cantor-Bendixson analysis can be extended by lifting the 
derivative to any of the finite level assemblies WA for r<o. However, it is not 
known if this has any value. Can the Gabriel analysis be extended in a similar way? 
Theorems 9.5(G) and 9.6 suggest there may be some obstruction to this, or at least 
some natural closure at the first (or perhaps second) level. 
The remaining six questions are of a more precise kind, designed to fill in certain 
gaps of the present paper. 
(5) For an arbitrary idiom A, what can Ml be? This is not even known for a 
frame A. 
(6) Does the frame [B(A) have any significance beyond being a convenient tool 
for computations with congruences? 
(7) Does d" = 6 hold in general? 
(8) Can Theorem 8.4 be improved by replacing jL by something larger and more 
understandable? Does, in fact, jL = jG? 
(9) Is there a useful characterization of those idioms for which ( .)g and (.)d 
coincide? 
(10) Is GR=NS+N2B true for all idioms? 
To conclude the paper, let me explain the name ‘idiom’. 
Idioms (i.e. modular and upper-continuous lattices) are a way of getting at the 
more general theory (the amalgam of abelian categories and toposes). They are a 
concise first approximation of what appears to be one of the more important in- 
gredients, obtained by discarding (for the time being) the more global aspects in 
favour of one particular attribute. 
Idioms (linguistically) are a way of speaking which in themselves have little con- 
tent but when used properly give a pithy description of a complex situation. How- 
ever, when improperly used without any understanding or analysis of the underlying 
situation, they are superficial, trite, and banal. 
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